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Abstract— With the widespread application of mobile phones,
it has become possible to study human mobility and travel
behaviors based on cellular network data. Contrary to call detail
records, the data is triggered by mobile cellular signaling and
can provide fine-grained information about users’ daily routines.
However, it does not explicitly provide semantic details about
traveling traces, e.g., trip purposes. In this paper, we propose
a methodological framework to handle large-scale cellular network data and discover the underlying trip purposes in an
unsupervised way. We first devise heuristic rules to identify
home/work purposes. Then, a flexible latent Dirichlet allocation
(LDA) model is presented to discover the activities for remaining
trips, in which each trip is depicted by four attributes, i.e. arrival
time, age group, stay duration, and the point of interest tag for the
destination. Experimental results show that the proposed method
can identify diverse trip purposes by explaining their structures
over trip attributes and outperform baselines in terms of loglikelihood and perplexity. We also analyze the difference between
the automatically discovered trip purposes and those estimated
from household census, and the analyzed results demonstrate the
feasibility of our proposed method.
Index Terms— Trip purpose inference, cellular network data,
latent Dirichlet allocation, travel behavior, big data.

I. I NTRODUCTION

U

NDERSTANDING human mobility is important for
urban transportation planning and traffic management
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and control [1]–[4]. It is valuable for determining the utilization of infrastructure assets like roads and transportation hubs.
Currently, the face-to-face interview, represented by household
censuses, remains popular for individual travel behaviors collection. Nonetheless, it usually suffers from exorbitant costs
and limited coverage, leading to biased analysis. With the
penetration of ubiquitous mobile sensors, human daily routines
can be profoundly tracked with fine-grained resolutions [5].
Mining such data has come to the spotlight in intelligent
transportation systems and urban computing [6]–[10].
Even so, semantic patterns (e.g., travel modes, trip purposes)
cannot be recorded explicitly in trajectories. Relative methods
should be developed to automatically uncover the underlying
information, which is an extremely challenging task since
individual activities vary from person to person.
In this paper, we focus on solving the problem of trip
purpose inference from large-scale cellular network data.
An intuitive way is to exploit the characteristics regarding
trip destinations, e.g., point of interest (POI) [11], [12]. For
example, if one trip ends up at a restaurant, we may designate
the purpose as “eating” despite its owner may be “working”
there. Hence, additional features should be considered to distinguish trip purposes and make the inference more reasonable.
Besides, there are no labels about trip purposes in cellular
network data, thus supervised learning methods cannot be
applied directly.
Therefore, in this paper, we devise a framework to discover
the underlying trip purposes in an unsupervised way. We first
elaborate heuristic rules to identify trips for home/work, and
then present a variant of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [13]
to discover patterns from undetermined trips (i.e. the remaining
ones). The motivations for using the flexible LDA lie in:
1) The LDA is a generative model that is initially developed
for text document analysis [14]. It can automatically uncover
patterns from raw data, which is instrumental in trip purpose
inference. Since there is a lack of unified metrics for different
travel attributes, LDA makes each data belong to more than
one cluster in a soft clustering way, which is applicable to
travel records. 2) The continuous variables in human traces,
such as temporal terms, can not only reflect individual actual
time preference but also alleviate the data sparsity. However,
in most topic models (including vanilla LDA), it is difficult to
directly model them. A flexible LDA is necessary to unify both
continuous and discrete attributes for latent purpose discovery,
improving the interpretability of the probabilistic model.
The main contributions are threefold:
• A methodological framework is proposed to handle
the large-scale cellular network data and discover the
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF S TUDIES R EGARDING T RIP P URPOSE I NFERENCE F ROM VARIOUS D ATA S OURCES

underlying trip purposes in an unsupervised way. Firstly,
three elaborated rules are employed to identify home and
work locations, and thus work/home trips can be easily
inferred. Then, a flexible LDA is proposed to infer trip
purposes from remaining trajectories, in which we treat
each individual as a document (a bag of words), and each
trip as a multi-dimensional word.
• A novel representation of individual trips is devised to
distinguish activities, which has four terms: arrival time,
age group, stay duration, and POI tag of destination.
The chosen attributes can depict a trip by not only
spatial-temporal views but also individual demography
concerns. Besides, we assign the most likely POI tag for
destinations by a gravity model to ease the issues caused
by the inaccurate localization and the overlap of POIs.
In addition, this work conducts experiments on the sampling of the large-scale dataset with 20,484 samples. The
proposed method can discover eighteen explainable topics
and outperforms baselines in terms of log-likelihood and
perplexity. We also analyze the discovered trip purposes and
those estimated from household census and find that they are
with promising consistency, which indicates the feasibility of
the method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the literature review on trip purpose discovery.
Section III gives the problem statement and the paradigm
of our proposed method. Section IV introduces the cellular
network data and pre-processing techniques. Section V details
the inference methods including the elaborated rules and the
flexible LDA. Experimental results and analysis are demonstrated in Section VI. The concluding remarks and future
directions are discussed in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There have been increasing attempts on trip purpose or
activity discovery from urban sensing data. The related

literature is reviewed from two perspectives, including the data
sources and the inference methods. We survey recent work
in Table I in terms of the algorithms, data source, and data
volume. It is also annotated whether the destination is enriched
by land-use information (e.g., POI).
A. Urban Sensing Data Sources
Data sources can be divided into passive-collected data and
active-collected one according to the triggered mechanism.
The former includes geotagged social media data [26], transit
smart cards, household census, call detail records (CDR),
etc., which is event-driven and triggered by subscribers. As
to the latter, individual GPS and cellular network data are
most representative. They are vendor-driven and with stronger
spatio-temporal continuity.
1) Passive-Collected Data Sources: Kusakabe and
Asakura [16] adopted a naive Bayes probabilistic model to
interpret the behavioral features of 553,259 travelers observed
in smart card data and estimated the trip purposes with 86.2%
accuracy. Alireza et al. [15] addressed 14,055 household
data to predict travel purposes, in which the destination
information was augmented by Google Place. Yin et al. [24]
utilized some prior rules to infer travel purposes from CDR
and trained a hidden Markov model to synthesize new
trajectories. Furthermore, Arian et al. [27] inferred travel
purposes for 402 navigation application users by estimating
their origin-destination information and the surroundings’
POIs, and finally, 16 distinguished clusters or lifestyles
were discovered. The methods and techniques for CDR and
mobile network data were well surveyed [28], which had
been adopted to discover knowledge in fields such as urban
planning and health care.
2) Active-Collected Data Sources: The Geolife data set
provided by Zheng [29]–[31] performed seminal studies on
transportation mode detection using large-scale GPS logs.
Li et al. [32] handled 22,675 taxi trip records to analyze
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the route choices and explained that drivers did not always
select the optimal routes such as pursuing the shortest time or
distance. Xiao et al. [17] collected 7,039 trips and purposes
with the GPS trajectory of volunteers, and a neural network
model was trained to infer the travel purposes from the
labeled data. Soares et al. [33] acquired the labels of travel
purposes and travel modes from 20 traffic tools, and then
automated machine learning methods were used to select the
proper classifier, and finally the prediction accuracy achieved
more than 80%. Chen et al. [18] processed 19,000 taxi trajectories, in which an auto-encoder embedded the travel
attributes including time stamp, origin, and destination. Five
trip purpose distributions were discovered by K-means and
can be represented discriminately in a latent semantic space.
Gong et al. [19] studied 6,600 taxi trajectories in Shanghai, in
which Bayes rules and spatio-temporal constraints were used
to model the probability of the POIs that had been visited.
Furthermore, the residents’ travel survey data in Shanghai was
used to validate the identified results. Damodaran et al. [20]
charaterized 700 labeled activities from WiFi states using long
short-term memory and support vector machines and achieved
the accurate classification.
To sum up, the active-collected methods are more detailed
and have become an important and challenging topic. However, the difficulty of labeling large-scale data limits the
research of scholars on larger samples.
B. Inference Methods
1) Supervised Learning Methods: In general, researchers
convert the task into a classification problem. Some scholars
treat trip attributes and purposes as features and ground truth,
respectively [19], [27]. Others usually treat trip purposes as
hidden states and use the observation (i.e. trip records) to
estimate the purposes [34], [35]. More recently, researchers
turned to inferring individual trip purposes with heterogeneous data sources [5], [36]. Since travel household census
contained valuable labels to understand the purpose of trajectories, enhancing mobility data with travel census was also
adopted [37]. Interestingly, Noulas et al. exploited cellphone
users’ communication activity near a base station to predict the
activity of Foursquare users who checked in nearby [6]. Even
so, the drawback of supervised learning is notable, namely,
the labeled purposes should be available. Handling extensive
trajectories is impractical since building semantic patterns
directly from trip records is computationally inefficient [38].
2) Unsupervised Learning Methods: An intuitive approach
is to designate the most frequently visited place during day
and night as homes and workplaces, respectively. But such a
way only focuses on three travel purposes (i.e. going home,
working, and others), which cannot model detailed human
mobility [22]. Moreover, by pre-defining several commonsense rules, some scholars apply nearby POIs to enrich
the semantic information, in which the online map service
(e.g., OpenStreetMap, Baidu map, and Amap) is adopted to
access the candidate POIs around the target location, and the
most likely POI tag is assigned for the location. The spatiotemporal attractiveness of POIs, which included the POIs’ size
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and fame, was taken into consideration to identify activity
locations in [23]. The business hours were accessed to filter
out the shuttered POIs, and the maximum walking distance
was also considered when retrieving the nearby POIs [12]. The
average access time and stay duration were also considered
to search for the possible POI types in [11]. The checkin positions and categories of POIs from Foursquare were
analyzed, and the specific POIs were determined by the
surrounding POIs and the Bayes’ theorem [39]. Besides, some
scholars also used dimension-reduction algorithms to predict
travel purposes, in which principal component analysis and
K-means are both effective in profiling presence patterns and
segment user locations [40], [41].
Imitating text analysis, topic models were introduced to
extract travel patterns from urban sensing data, such as
LDA [42]–[45]. Unlike other unsupervised learning methods,
the LDA is not sensitive to noise or outliers and has a lower
time cost for handling large-scale datasets. Moreover, it can
calculate the probability of each attribute in trip records, which
provides a probabilistic explanation of each identified pattern.
Therefore, LDA is a robust and efficient method for profiling
trip patterns. Zhao et al. [25] proposed a novel extended LDA
to handle continuous variables when inferring latent activity
patterns from the transit card data, which inspires our work.
By contrast, we highlight the significant differences from
four aspects: 1) We propose an integrated methodological
framework to handle large-scale cellular network data in an
unsupervised learning way. Heuristic rules and a flexible LDA
are both employed to identify home/work and other elaborate
purposes chronologically. 2) The cellular network data is
obtained with more fine-grained resolution and stronger continuity than transit card data, in which one can easily identify
the home/work purposes. 3) We introduce the demographic
attribute and enhance the semantic information of destination
by POI. These two items are nearly impossible to be obtained
from transit card data due to the anonymous system and
location-fixed transit stations. 4) The performance of the
proposed method is verified indirectly, which can prove that
our approach enriches the trip attributes in cellular network
data and has the potential to acquire more detailed citizen
travel behaviors.
III. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we first describe the problem statement and
then present the inference methodological framework. The list
of notations is summarized in Table II.
A. Problem Statement
Practically, a trip is defined as a movement for one from
origin to destination. For each trip that subscribers complete,
physical logs can be recorded by the cellular network, including user ID, departure time (trip start time stamp), arrival time
(trip end time stamp), geo-coordinate, age groups of users, etc.
In this paper, we characterize the trip by four representative
attributes: arrival time t, age group d, stay duration s (i.e. how
long the user dwells at the destination), and the POI tag of
destination c. The rationales lie in that, 1) the four terms can
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TABLE II
M ATHEMATICAL N OTATIONS

Fig. 1.

distinguish different activities, and 2) both trips’ and users’
attributes are fully considered. The j -th trip of user i , termed
Q i, j , can thus be represented as a four-tuple word
Q i, j = (ti j , di j , si j , ci j ),

(1)

where terms ti j and si j are continuous variables while di j and
ci j are discrete.
Then, a sequence of trips (i.e. the trajectory) r of user i
during an observed period can be described as
ri = {Q i,1 → Q i,2 → . . . Q i,Ni },

(2)

where Ni is the number of trips for user i .
Here, we assume that each trip corresponds to only one purpose. Hence, the inference problem can be stated as assigning
trip purpose z i j for Q i, j which best fits the observation.
B. Proposed Approach
The general overview of our proposed approach is shown
in Fig. 1, which can be depicted as the following four
components.
(A) Pre-Processing. In this stage, the stay duration in the trip
destination is calculated and then appended in the trip records.
Abnormal records (e.g., overlong duration) are discarded from
the raw data. Given the differences between crowds, the users’
age attribute is employed to partition data.
(B) Home/Work identification. Based on the appearance
frequency, we elaborate a rule-based method to determine

Paradigm of the proposed approach for trip purpose inference.

the location of users’ homes and workplaces. Home/work
purposes can thus be identified for all users and middle-aged
ones, respectively.
(C) Access online map for POI retrieval. As to the remaining trips whose purposes have not been determined, we utilize
the Baidu map service to retrieve the POI tag of the destination. The POI tag assignment is based on the business hours
criteria and a gravity model. Then, the above-mentioned fourtuple word is obtained.
(D) Infer purposes for remaining trips. The flexible LDA is
implemented to model the generation of trips and uncover their
underlying patterns. And a collapsed Gibbs sampling method
is utilized to estimate the model’s parameters.
In the following section, we will detail the data processing
techniques (i.e. component (A) pre-processing and component
(B) access online map for POI retrieval). Section V describes
the component (C) the heuristic rules for home/work identification, and component (D) the adopted LDA and collapsed
Gibbs sampling for inferring the remaining trips.
IV. DATA P ROCESSING
In this section, we first introduce the source and format of
cellular network data. Then, we present how to map the geolocation into POIs, and preliminarily analyze the characteristics of processed data. In Fig. 2, we diagram the transformation
from trip records to the four-tuple words.
A. Cellular Network Data Preparing
The used cellular network data records the trips of subscribers during September 2018 in Beijing and was provided by one of the major telecommunication carriers in
China. Specifically, subscribers’ geo-locations are identified by
satellite-like triangulated location, which performs the detection by weighting the signal strength received from multiple
surrounding base stations. The accuracy relates to the density
of base stations, while it achieves 150 m in urban areas. More
details can be found in [46]. If one dwells somewhere over
30 minutes, the behavior will be recognized as stay, and the
trip will be identified between two consecutive stay behaviors.
The age groups of subscribers can also be observed due to the
real-name system. Corresponding to the timeline of schooling,
working, and retirement, the subscribers can be categorized by
age groups di j into three partitions: youngster (13∼24 years
old), middle-aged adults (25∼59 years old), and older adults
(above 60 years old).
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A toy example to illustrate the process of obtaining trips’ attributes from observed records in cellular network data.
TABLE III
T HE F ORMAT OF THE P ROVIDED D ATA W HICH H AS B EEN P RE -P ROCESSED BY T ELECOMMUNICATION C ARRIER

Table III demonstrates the recorded fields of cellular network data. They have already been processed by the provider,
from which trip attributes like arrival time and trip destinations
can be easily extracted. Since the fields are logged continuously, we take the interval between the arrival time of the
current trip and the departure time of the next trip as stay duration. The records with overlong stay (≥15h) will be discarded,
which may be caused by phones’ shutdown/shelving. Finally,
20, 484 trip records in Beijing on weekdays are employed.

TABLE IV
T HE C ONVERTED ATTRIBUTES FOR E XPERIMENT

B. Mapping Geo-Location to POIs
POI is a specific point location that reflects land-use types or
building information, which contributes to infer trip purposes.
In this paper, we use the location retrieval service in Baidu
Map to retrieve possible POIs for destinations. Considering
the wide variety of POIs, we aggregate detailed POI categories
by eleven generalized tags.1 The following tags are adopted
as a semantic enhancement for trip destinations:
Catering, Health Service, Residential Areas, Life Service, Recreation, Company, Shop Service, Education Institute,
Attractions, Office Building, Government Institute
We first search the candidate POIs around centroids
(i.e. geo-location of destination) with a specific radius R which
is initially set as 150 m. Then the radius will be incrementally
expanded by 50 m, until the length of the search list is more
than 10. Furthermore, we utilize the relationship between
arrival time and POIs’ business hours to screen and select
1 The aggregation is mainly based on http://lbsyun.baidu.com/index.
php?title=lbscloud/poitags

candidates. For example, if the arrival time of a trip is 10 p.m.,
the POI tag will more likely match up with a restaurant or
an apartment rather than a museum.
Considering that multiple POIs may overlap in one location,
we adopted a gravity model [47], [48] to assign the most likely
POI for the destination. The probability of l with POI tag c
can be formulated as
Nct
1
(3)
× ,
P(cl = c) =
ψ
min G(l, P O Ic )2
where Nct is the number of POIs which are with tag c and
open at user’s arrival time t, and min G(l, P O Ic ) means the
minimum geodesic distance from location l to the POIs with
tag c. ψ is a normalization factor. The process of mapping
geo-location to POIs is detailed in Algorithm 1.
An example for the handled four-tuple words is shown
in Table IV, in which records with strikethrough mean that
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Algorithm 1 Mapping Geo-Location to POIs
Data: Geo-location l; Search radius R; Arrival time t;
Properties of POIs such as location(loc), business
hours(BH) and tag; Geodesic distance
function G(·);
Result: POI tag of l;
1 Initialize candidate POIs list CANDs ← [];
2 Initialize candidate tags list TAGs ← [];
3 while True do
4
for POI in {POI | G(l, POI.loc) < R} do
5
if t in POI.B H and not POI in CANDs then
6
CANDs.append(POI);
7
TAGs.append(POI.tag);
8
end if
9
end for
10
if len(CANDs) ≥ 10 then
11
break;
12
end if
13
R ← R + 50;
14 end while
15 for tag in TAGs do
16
 ← R;
17
ix ← index(TAGs == tag);
18
m ← count(CANDs[ix]);
19
for point in CANDs[ix] do
20
if  > G(point.loc, l) then
21
 ← G(point.loc, l);
22
end if
23
end for
m
24
P(tagsl = tag) = 2 ;

25 end for
26 return arg maxtag P

they are discarded since the trips end up at workplace/home
for work/home purposes. Fig. 3 demonstrates the statistical
characteristics of the trips except for home/work, from which
we can see that 1) the number of trips in the morning
and evening rush hour is larger than that of other hours,
2) about 80% of trips have short stay duration. All of them
are consistent with common sense.
V. I NFERENCE M ETHODS
In this section, we first detail the elaborated rules for
home/work inference and the flexible LDA for remaining trip
patterns discovery. Then, a collapsed Gibbs sampling method
is represented for the estimation of parameters in the model.
A. Rules for Identifying Home/Work Purposes
Intuitively, if the location of users’ homes and workplaces
can be detected, the home/work purposes are easily determined
once they are present around there. Notice that not all have
jobs, so we only identify the workplaces for middle-aged
adults (25∼59 years old). To this end, the following frequencybased rules are employed:

Fig. 3. The statistical characteristics of the remaining trips (The attributes
“arrival time” and “stay duration” are discretized for intuitive demonstration).

•

For a specific user, if the difference between the amount
of most visits and the secondary one does not exceed 5,
his records will be discarded.
• For each user, the location that he/she visits most frequently (the number of visits must be more than 15)
during a month of observation at night (0:00-5:00 a.m.
on weekdays), is identified as home.
• For each middle-aged adult, the location that he/she
visits most frequently (the number of visits must be
more than 15) during working hours (9:00-10:00 a.m.
and 2:00-5:00 p.m. on weekdays), is identified as a
workplace.
It is effortless to get the geo-locations for all users’ homes
and middle-aged adults’ workplaces based on the above rules.
When the trip ends nearby, the trip purpose can be recognized
as going home or to work, respectively.
B. The LDA Model for Discovering Remaining Trip Patterns
LDA is widely used in topic identification for text mining [13], [49]. The model assumes that the document is generated based on the document⇒topic⇒word process. According
to this assumption, words in a document can be generated
by 1) the topics of a document being sampled from a topic
distribution and 2) the associated words being sampled under
the specific topics. Similar to the generation of documents
under the hypothesis in LDA, we account that the remaining
observed trips are produced as shown in Fig. 4.
The above process can also be described as a probabilistic
graphical model in Fig. 5. Suppose there are M users, and each
user i has Ni trips under particular purposes (i.e. topics) during
the observation. Since the proportion of trip purposes varies
by person, a multinomial distribution πi is adopted to describe
the purpose preference for user i . The j -th trip purpose of
user i , termed z i j , is sampled from πi while the parameters of
πi follow a Dirichlet distribution with α, which is a conjugate
prior of the multinomial distribution. Similarly, the parameters
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where α, τ, and λ are hyper-parameters, π, μz , φz , ηz , and θz
are the distributions about topics and trip attributes and M
denotes the flexible LDA.
C. Collapsed Gibbs Sampling to Estimate Distributions
Determining the parameters of the distributions is a typical
maximum likelihood estimation problem. Herein, we adopt the
collapsed Gibbs sampling method [50], [51] to calculate the
values. For multi-dimensional data, it works by sampling on
one dimension while fixing other dimensions iteratively. The
parameters can be integrated as in [25], [52], which are

Fig. 4. The observed remaining trips are produced similarly to the generation
of documents under the hypothesis in LDA.

Fig. 5. The probabilistic graphical model for the observed trips. The shaded
circles represent known parameters, and the non-shaded circles represent latent
variables. Arrows mean conditional dependencies between the two variables.

of multinomial distributions of di j , ci j , represented by φ and θ ,
are with Dirichlet distributions with γ and β, respectively.
For the continuous terms ti j , si j , we assume that they follow
Gaussian distributions and then extend the LDA as [25].
Since the conjugate prior for Gaussian distribution is still
normally distributed, ti j follows N(μzi j , τ −1 ), and μzi j obeys
N(μ0 , τ0−1 ). The si j distributes as N(ηzi j , λ−1 ) and ηzi j is with
2
N(η0 , λ−1
0 ) distribution, where N(μ, σ ) denotes the Gaussian
distribution with mean μ and standard deviation σ .
According to Fig. 5, the likelihood L for the observed trips
can be calculated as
L(M) =

=

Ni
M 


P(ti j , di j , si j , ci j |M)

i=1 j =1

P(π|α)

Ni 
K
M 


[ P (z|π) · P(ti j |z, μz , τ )

i=1 j =1 z=1

· P(di j |z, φz ) · P(si j |z, ηz , λ) · P(ci j |z, θz ) ] dπ,

(4)

u iz + α
,
πiz =  K
(u ik + α)
k=1
⎧
τ t z + τ0 μ0
⎪
⎪
μz =
⎪
⎪
τ n z + τ0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
wzd + γ
⎪
⎪
⎪
φzd =  D
⎪
⎨
k=1 (wzk + γ )
λsz + λ0 η0
⎪
⎪
⎪
ηz =
⎪
⎪
λn z + λ0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
v zc + β
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
⎩ θzc = C
k=1 (v zk + β)

(5)

(6)

where u iz denotes the number of trips from user i with
trip purpose z, n z means the number of trips under trip
purpose z, tz is the cumulant of arrival time for trips under
trip purpose z, wzd is the number of trips with the age
groups d assigned to trip purpose z, sz is the cumulant
of stay duration for trips under trip purpose z, v zc is the
number of trips with the POI tag c of destination assigned
to trip purpose z, and D and C are the number of categories
for age groups and POI tags, respectively. Hyper-parameters
α, τ, τ0 , μ0 , γ , λ, λ0 , η0 , and β are pre-specified.
When the j -th trip of user i (i.e. Q i j ) is observed as
ti j = t, di j = d, si j = s, ci j = c and the topics of the
rest the trips are assigned as z¬i j , the posterior probability for
the trip purpose z i j = z can be calculated by
P z i j = z|z¬i j , t, d, s, c
¬i j

u + αz
∝  K iz ¬i j
k=1 (u ik + αk )
¬i j

τ tz

+ τ0 μ0
,
¬i j
τ n z + τ0
¬i j
w + γd
·  D zd ¬i j
k=1 (wzk + γk )
¬i j
λsz + λ0 η0
,
· N(s|
¬i j
λn z + λ0
¬i j
v zc + βc
· C
,
¬i j
k=1 (v zk + βk )
· N(t|

1
)
τ

1
)
λ
(7)

where the superscript ¬i j means taking Q i j out of the calculation, and z¬i j denotes the assigned topics of remaining trips
except Q i j .
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Algorithm 2 Trip Purpose Inferring by Gibbs Sampling
Data: Four-tuple trips (ti j , di j , si j , ci j ), j ∈ Ni , i ∈ M,
the number of topics K , the hyper-parameters;
Result: Travel purpose assignments for all trips;
1 Randomly assign the topic z for each trip Q;
2 Update counters n z , u iz , tz , wzd , sz , v zc , z ∈ [1, K ];
3 for each iterations do
4
for i ∈ [1, M] do
5
for j ∈ [1, Ni ] do
6
Take out the trip:
(t, d, s, c) ← (ti j , di j , si j , ci j ), z ← z i j ;
7
Update the counters for discrete variables:
n z ← n z − 1, u iz ← u iz − 1, wzd ←
wzd − 1, v zc ← v zc − 1;
8
Update the cumulant for continuous variables:
tz ← tz − t, sz ← sz − s;
9
Calculate P z i j = k|· , k = 1, . . . , K by (7);
10
Sample z : {P z i j = z |· |z ∈ [1, K ]};
11
Update the topic of Q i j : z i j ← z ;
12
Update: n z ← n z + 1, u iz ← u iz + 1,
wz d ← wz d + 1, v z c ← v z c + 1;
13
Update: tz ← tz + t, sz ← sz + s;
14
end for
15
end for
16 end for

The process of collapsed Gibbs sampling is shown in
Algorithm 2. When the iteration reaches maximum or the
perplexity (which will be detailed in Section VI-A) no longer
changes dramatically, the algorithm converges and the last
states are regarded as the assigned purposes for trips.
VI. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we introduce the setup of experiments and
validate the performance of our proposed model by comparing
it with baselines. We also give a case study to analyze
the discovered trip purposes and those estimated from the
Beijing Household Interview Travel Survey (HITS), instead
of checking the inference individually.
A. Hyper-Parameters
The hyper-parameters for the flexible LDA are listed
in Table V. The α is set as 50/K , which is a recommended
setting in [50], [53] and can be interpreted as the number of
virtual samples contributing to the smoothing of parameters.
While β and γ are relatively small and can be expected to
result in a fine-grained decomposition of the corpus into topics.
We evaluate the corresponding perplexity under different β and
γ (as is shown in Fig. 6(a) ) and find that the model works
well when they are 0.02. Fig. 6(b) illustrates that λ = τ = 2
is beneficial to the model’s performance. The remaining hyperparameters are set by referring to [25]. μ0 and η0 are roughly
the mean of “arrival time” and “stay duration”, respectively.
τ0 and λ0 are the reciprocal of standard deviation about the
attributes, so we set τ0 = λ0 = 1/64.

TABLE V
T HE H YPER -PARAMETERS IN THE F LEXIBLE LDA

Fig. 6. The sensitivities of the proposed method under different parameters.
(a) The perplexity versus λ and τ ; (b) The perplexity versus β and γ .

An evaluated metric “perplexity” is introduced to evaluate
the model’s performance, which is a statistical measure of
how well a probability model explains and fits the data. The
motivations are 1) there is no label for the cellular network
data, thus it is hard to benchmark the model performance
regarding detection accuracy directly, and 2) for many activitytravel models, the objective does not always predict the activity
correctly, but rather interprets travel behaviors by activities.
A lower perplexity usually indicates a better prediction or
interpretability for the topic models such as LDA [42], [54].
This is comparable to goodness-of-fit measures for statistical
models, as can be found in [55] and is computed as,


log(L(M))
,
(8)
Perplexity = exp −
N
where L(M) means the likelihood of the flexible LDA and
N represents the number of total trips. The perplexity under
different values of topics K is given in Fig. 7. The model’s
expression is limited by small K , while larger K is helpless to
improve the performance instead increases the training time.
To optimize the number of K with the performancecomplexity balance, we use the “elbow” criterion, while the
“elbow” means the point after which the distortion/inertia
starts decreasing linearly. It usually represents where we start
to have diminishing returns by increasing K . Specifically,
we repeat the proposed algorithm on the dataset under a range
of K (from 8 to 45), and compute the corresponding perplexity.
In Fig. 7, we find that K = 18 can meet the definition of elbow
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT M ODELS

Fig. 7.

The perplexity changes over the number of topics.

point. Eventually, eighteen is adopted as the optimal number
of topics.
B. Topic Distribution
The most representative attributes for each topic are shown
in Fig. 8, in which similar topics are marked with the same
color. In each subfigure, the horizontal axis stands for a trip
attribute, while the vertical axis denotes the probability or its
density of corresponding variables. Given topic z, the P(d|z)
and P(c|z) are with multinomial distribution, and the P(t|z)
and P(s|z) distribute normally. All of them obey the assumptions in the flexible LDA.
The discovered topics can be interpreted by examining the
four-tuple particular patterns over the discovered topics. Next,
we demonstrate how to review four attributes to analyze the
most likely travel purpose for each topic in Fig. 8.
It is relatively easy to distinguish the trip purposes that
are related to school or work, as their patterns are obvious.
Topic 1 is identified as “Go to school”. The explanations are
as follows: The commuting takes place during morning rush
hours (i.e. around 8 a.m.). The P(d|z) of the youngest is
the highest. Moreover, the users stay around three hours
at “Education Institute” (the most representative POI tag
of destinations). All the attributes fit the characteristics of
schooling. For Topics 2∼3, the arrival time is similar to
Topic 1, while the age group is distinct. The age group is
dominated by middle-aged adults. Combined with the 2-hour
stay and POI tag with “Office Building”, the purpose is
more likely to travel for business or visiting. The P(t|z)
in Topic 4 concentrates more on 8 a.m., and the P(d|z)
is higher in the youngest. Although the POI tag in the
destination is “Shop Service”, the stay duration is 10 hours
noticeably. A possible explanation for this is that these users
are more likely working there, while just based on POI tags we
cannot make this conclusion. In Topic 5, the P(t|z) focuses
more on 0 p.m., and the P(d|z) is lower in youngsters.
Additionally, the most representative POI tag is “Attractions”.
Thus, tourism activities such as visiting parks or walks can be
concluded.
Short visits at “Catering” can indicate eating-out activities.
Topics 6∼8 fit this description, since the P(t|z) in them is
around supper time and the middle-aged users stay for a
short time. It is tricky to specify the real-life activities to
Topics 9∼12 since their spatio-temporal patterns are different
and odd. So we group them into other personal activities, such

as short visits to government facilities, long-time visits, or getting accommodation. Topics 13 and 14 may stand for shopping
activities such as shopping for groceries or vegetables in the
morning and afternoon, because the trips end at “Life Service”
and “Shop Service” with a short duration, which are the things
older adults are more inclined to do.
Besides, we can identify topics related to recreational
activities by examining P(s|z) and P(|z), because people mostly visit “Recreations” and won’t stay very long.
Topics 16, 17, and 18 are the likely candidates, where Topics
16 and 17 appear in the afternoon, and “Recreations” is the
most visited POI with 2 or 5 hours. As to Topic 18, the trips
take place at night with 2-hour stay, and the users are mainly
middle-aged adults. Accordingly, Topic 18 fits with the purpose of nightlife activities.
C. Competitive Baselines
Considering the lack of ground truth, we compare the goodness (i.e. how well the model explains trip behavior records)
of our model against baselines. Concretely, we perform four
competitive models from literature. They are,
• POI for inferring: the nearest POI tag of the trip
destination is regarded as travel purpose [11], [12].
• vanilla LDA: the vanilla latent Dirichlet allocation
model [45], [56]. Each trip is regarded as a word, and
the Gibbs sampling algorithm is used to estimate the
parameters.
• NMF: Non-negative Matrix Factorization, which can be
found in [57]. We construct a user-trip matrix V ,
where the entry Vi j represents the number of j -th trips
generated by user i , and then decompose V into two
non-negative matrices, i.e. user-topic matrix and topictrip matrix.
• pLSA: probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, which can
be found in [44]. We regard each trip as a word, and use
the expectation maximization EM) algorithm to estimate
its hyper-parameters.
Notice that the last three topic models can only handle
discrete variables, we discretize the attributes “arrival time”
and “stay duration”, respectively. Arrival time is discretized
as: [00:00-06:59, 07:00-08:59, 09:00-10:59, 11:00-13:59,
14:00-16:59, 17:00-19:59, 20:00-23:59], while the stay duration is discretized as: [0-1, 1-3, 3-6, 6-10, 10-24]. As input
to the models, the four variables are numerated and concatenated as a particular word. We adopt the likelihood
and perplexity as evaluated metrics which can be calculated
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Fig. 8. The representative attributes are plotted for each topic, and the same trip purpose is marked with the same color. In each subfigure, the horizontal
axis stands for a trip attribute, while the vertical axis denotes the probability or its density of corresponding variables.

by (4) and (8). The larger former and lower latter indicate
better performance and also mean that the model fits the data
with a promising explainability. The results are demonstrated

in Table VI. The proposed method achieves the best in both
of the two metrics, which illustrates that our model works
well.
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Fig. 9.

The distributions among travel census and inferring methods.

D. The Case Study of Household Census
Furthermore, we illustrate the difference between inferred
trip purpose results and that from the Beijing household
census. The Beijing HITS data includes 109, 787 records for
individuals and their one-day travel information (e.g., trip
arrival time, purposes, etc.). The evaluation rationale behind
is: If the distribution of trip purposes inferred by our method
is closer to the one estimated from the census in an overall statistical sense, the proposed method should be reliable [39]. Note that such way sometimes concerns a drawback,
i.e. exchanging two purposes in the identified results will
degrade the detection accuracy without changing the overall
distributions. Even so, it may not significantly affect certain
applications, such as urban planning, which concerns more
about the trip distributions between traffic analysis zones rather
than individual detection accuracy, that is, knowing how many
people generate trip activities is more useful than knowing
who perform such tasks. Therefore, we still demonstrate the
comparison of purpose distributions. According to the statistic
characteristics of the travel census data, the trip purposes
can be classified into four categories, which are “Working”,
“Others”, “Tourism” and “Visiting”, respectively. Additionally,
we also perform the “POI for Inferring” to infer the purposes
from cellular network data. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of
trips with different purposes derived from the proposed method
and the baseline, and closer results to corresponding trip
census indicate better performance. Apparently, the proposed
approach is more consistent with the census data compared
with the “POI for Inferring” method, which can partly indicate
the feasibility of the proposed method.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Smartphones are now widely used and have become important mobile sensors to track human daily activities. Terabytes
of records provide both micro- and macroscopic views of cities
and contribute to understanding citizens’ behaviors. In this
paper, an integrated methodological framework is proposed to
handle the large-scale cellular network data and discover the
underlying trip purposes in an unsupervised way. We first use
an elaborated rule-based method to identify users’ home/work
purposes. Then, to infer the remaining trips, we enrich the
semantic information of destination in each trip with a nearby
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POI, in which the gravity model and business hours are also
employed to choose the most possible tag. Each trip is treated
as a four-tuple word, i.e. arrival time, age group, stay duration,
and the POI tag for the destination. Thus, a flexible LDA can
be transferred to accomplish the task. Finally, eighteen types
of daily patterns are identified with the temporal attributes, age
groups, and POIs. We also demonstrate the inference results
and the purposes obtained from the household travel census.
The method can also be transferred to infer activities of other
traffic data sets, such as GPS trajectories. In future research,
we intend to exploit the impact of various attributes and
explore more trip attributes to enhance semantic information.
Applying our method to the data from other cities is also a
plan under consideration.
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